Invitation - UV Seminar Poland

Wednesday November 9th – Warsaw

Dear Customer

The Efsen Team and EIT would like to share our UV knowledge and experience with our customers and potential customers in the wood and furniture industry around Poland.

The seminar will be targeted at all persons who work with UV in any aspect. Being planning, quality control, production, operation, maintenance and UV LED. It will also be a good opportunity for people new to the UV industry.

The agenda is:

08:00-09:00: Coffee and registration
09:00-09:20: Start of Seminar - Welcome & Introduction (T.Efsen)
09:20-10:00: Introduction to UV Curing in Wood, with focus on health, safety and chemistry (K.Efsen)
10:00-11:00: PowerMap & PowerPuck (J.Raymo EIT)
   How to measure correct - Understanding of how instrument works and calibration procedure - UV LED and instrument to measure UV LED - Roadmap of EIT instruments
11:00-11:15: Coffee break
11:15-12:30: Optimizing existing UV curing systems (F. Madsen Efsen)
   Maintenance - Using correct bulbs and reflectors - Upgrading for more power - Saving energy on old systems
12:30-13:30: Lunch break and networking
13:30-14:30: UV LED for wood (T.Efsen)
   What is important for Success with UV LED in wood - How to calculate if LED is a good eco-case - Importance of measuring UV LED for process control – UV LED and the future in Wood.
14:30-15:30: Questions from audience and discussion on different UV cases for Wood
15:30-16:30: Book an individual meeting to discuss your company case
16:30-17:30: Networking with drinks.

Location: Hotel Lord, Al. Krakowska 218 k/ Lotniska Chopina, 02-219 Warszawa, Poland

Registration is needed: Because of space we need you to register by email to efsen@efsen.dk with your name, company, position and email or call +45 4565 0260. We have limited space therefore please register fast and before October 26th!

We look forward to an interesting UV day in Warsaw

The Efsen Team
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